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LTIMindtree Planning Synchronizer is a Cloud-based Product that bridges the gap between SAP, Estimation Tool, and Planning Tool.

Need of Planning synchronizer

Make proper use of Underutilized data that generates during estimation and planning operation.

Data keeps on changing with time and needs to be integrated with other aspects of Project.

LTIMindtree’s Solution

LTIMindtree’s Planning Synchronizer: An application to address unfulfilled industry aspiration of synchronizing estimation and Planning information, across specialized application through seamless interface, leveraging SAP’s Business technology Platform.
Planning Synchronizer Solution Overview

**Efficient Project Management**
Enhanced Visibility of Planning and Estimation related data.

**Effective Budget Management**
The Integration of Estimation Data with Project Structures enables visibility into Cost, Revenue, Resource Planning, and Risk Classification in a single platform.

**Guided Process**
LTIMindtree Planning Synchronizer provides inbuilt guided procedure for enhanced visibility and effective tracking of project planning processes using traffic light indications.

**Robust Planning Foundation**
LTIMindtree Planning Synchronizer enables robust planning foundation by three-way synchronization of estimate and planning data with S/4HANA for efficient project execution throughout lifecycle.

**Resource Management**
Integration of Planning Data with SAP provides the users with enhanced visibility of Resource Requirements wrt the estimated resource requirement.

**User Friendly Interface and Intelligent Analytics**
The Process flow of the whole data integration between the different sources is user friendly, which leads to minimal effort in training resources.

**Flexible Project Structure Setup**
The Integration of Planning data with Project data of SAP empowers the user Flexibility to setup project structure in multiple ways (BOQ, deliverable, work package etc.).
LTIMindtree’s Planning Synchronizer

Business Benefits

- Seamless flow of data from Project Planning to Execution.
- Ability to internalize Budget information through estimation interface.
- Helps the business to leverage Enhanced responsiveness and Agility of Project operations.
- Minimize risk and Improved Profit Margins.
- Provides inputs to Earned value, Forecasting, and Project closure, empowering Business in accelerated Project handover.
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LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to reimagine business models, accelerate innovation, and maximize growth by harnessing digital technologies. As a digital transformation partner to more than 700 clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive domain and technology expertise to help drive superior competitive differentiation, customer experiences, and business outcomes in a converging world. Powered by 84,000+ talented and entrepreneurial professionals across more than 30 countries, LTIMindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — combines the industry-acclaimed strengths of erstwhile Larsen and Toubro Infotech and Mindtree in solving the most complex business challenges and delivering transformation at scale. For more information, please visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/